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It comes like a bolt out of the blue; the 
municipality intends to purchase your property so 
that they can widen the highway. Often times 
they intend to seize just part of your property: that 
front yard you so carefully nurtured to provide a 
fragile buffer between your home and the busy 
street, is destined to become another traffic lane. 
Many owners have received this type of letter, 
more will receive similar letters in the future, if 
not from the municipality, then the province, 
federal government, or any organisation with 
expropriation powers such as a water authority, 
power utility, crown corporation. Sometimes the 
purpose of the exercise may not be clear, other 
than the fact that your property, or part of it, is 
required for the public good.  
 
During our early days in business in the 1970s 
some provinces, such as Nova Scotia, did not 
inform owners that they had taken title to their 
property… the unfortunate owner only discovered 
such was the case when they enquired why they 
were no longer getting a property tax bill! Often 
times, municipalities such as the City of Halifax, 
did not advise the owner that they required the 
property, or part of it, content to leave it to the 
appraisal firm to break the news when they 
arrived on site to conduct their inspection. 
Legally this is still the case in many provinces in 
Atlantic Canada; the acquiring authority does not 
have to inform you for several months after they 
have filed the expropriation document (Nova 
Scotia 90 days, Prince Edward Island 60 days). 
Thankfully in practice, that at least has changed, 
but the unfortunate reality is that property owners 
rarely have legal grounds to prevent the authority 
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from purchasing their property. In other 
countries, property owners have to be notified 
that their property is to be expropriated and have 
the right to object that the acquisition is not 
really required for the road widening, or other 
scheme that is its raison d’etre, or that the 
scheme itself is not required to serve the public 
good. But this avenue is rarely available in 
Canada. In this Region, proposed expropriations 
under the Federal and New Brunswick 
Expropriation Acts are the exception that prove 
the rule. Each require the acquiring authority to 
notify the property owner before they 
expropriate and provide a public enquiry to hear 
objections. If your property is located in Nova 
Scotia, Newfoundland or Prince Edward Island 
you have no say in the matter at all! Even if 
subsequent events disprove the “valid public 
use” test, owners have no right to recover their 
property: the ill-fated Mirabel Airport in Quebec 
is an example… the original owners, or their 
descendants, were eventually offered 300 
hectares of the 38,800 hectares originally 
expropriated but only after a long, bitter and 
very public fight. So what do you do when you 
receive “the letter”, particularly if it does not 
mention “expropriation” and is instead a 
civilised attempt to negotiate compensation 
before the municipality seizes your property by 
force? 
 
We live in an age when many have lost faith in 
our institutions, the civil service, politicians and 
the private sector. That trust has been eroded 
over the past two decades by greed, politicians 
who no longer adhere to acceptable forms of 
behaviour, the shrill cacophony of social media 
seamlessly blending fact with fiction, and an 
emancipated Fourth Estate no longer able to 
defend the “little guy”. The adage “you can’t 
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acquiring authority with much deeper 
pockets and resources. The Federal Act 
unambiguously provides that the 
property owner is entitled to 
professional advice at the Fed’s cost; 
the Atlantic provinces are more 
parsimonious, sometimes offering it if 
the property owner wins in court (Nova 
Scotia, New Brunswick, 
Newfoundland), or not considering it 
worthy of mention (Prince Edward 
Island). Nova Scotia limits the amount 
they will pay in legal costs and 
appraisal fees, something they are now 
allowed to do in their Act, so the 
unfortunate property owner may have to 
pick up part of the cost.  
 
Negotiations  
 
The acquiring authority may employ 
their own staff to negotiate, or contract 
it out to a firm such as ourselves (we 
also negotiate on behalf of property 
owners). Our article “Land Agency… a 
respectable profession” elsewhere in 
this Newsletter details our approach 
when we are representing the acquiring 
authority: you should expect nothing 
less. If you find that you are not 
comfortable negotiating, insist that the 
acquiring authority pay for your 
professional representation. Whether 
the Act specifically allows for it or not, 
it has been our experience that 
acquiring authorities want to reach 
agreement without the adverse publicity 
engendered by a formal expropriation, 
much less the agony and expense of a 
court action. They recognise that some 
property owners need professional 
assistance and that this may facilitate an 
agreement.  
 
If the acquiring authority is attempting 
to negotiate compensation before they 
formally expropriate, particularly if 
your property comprises woodland or 
agricultural land, the acquiring 
authority may attempt to negotiate 
without commissioning an appraisal, 
using instead their knowledge of 
property values. There is nothing wrong 
with them so doing provided they are 
open and transparent about their 
compensation calculations and are able 
to validate them by reference to other 
property sales. However you can 
require that the acquiring authority 
provide you with a formal appraisal 
(they have to anyway if they formally 
expropriate) and you should insist on 
this if your property has buildings on it, 
is in an urban area, or if only part of 
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fight city hall” too often engenders a 
feeling of helplessness, particularly if 
the acquisition involves your family 
home, the sanctuary you hold inviolate; 
or your business, a livelihood born of 
blood, sweat and tears. Cheer up, not all 
is bad, the press and electronic media 
may no longer have the heft they once 
did, but you do have the protection of 
an excellent and independent judicial 
system. Why is that important? The 
letter you received from the acquiring 
authority may not have mentioned 
“expropriation”, and the words “judicial 
system” may raise the spectre of long 
and expensive litigation in which you, 
the little guy, are pitted against an 
acquiring authority with much deeper 
pockets. But bear with us. Even if your 
property has not yet been expropriated 
the negotiations will be framed by the 
Expropriation Act because the 
acquiring authority has to rely on it if 
they cannot reach a settlement with you 
by negotiation.  
 
Now, it has to be said, the 
Expropriation Acts do not represent the 
legal community’s finest hour. The 
Nova Scotia and New Brunswick 
Expropriation Acts, both appear to have 
been written in a hurry by somebody 
suffering from a hangover. The 
Newfoundland and Prince Edward 
Island Expropriation Acts have a 
distinct feudal flavour, drafted in the 
days when peasants lived in huts of 
mud and wattle, addressed their betters 
with a touch of forelock, eyes downcast 
and a mumbled “zur” (or that, at least, 
appears to have been the assumption of 
the persons drafting them). In fact the 
PEI Act doesn’t even attempt to lay out 
the framework for compensation, 
happily delegating it to the court system 
in the pious hope that the judge will 
have a clue what it is all about! Only 
the Federal Expropriation Act can claim 
lucidity, and even it overlooks the fact 
that businesses also occupy real estate 
and are adversely impacted if it is 
whipped away from under their feet. 
But, and this is the good news, none of 
this really matters very much because 
there are some good Expropriation Acts 
elsewhere. The body of case law and 
appraisal practice generated by them 
have established well proven 
methodologies for identifying and 
calculating compensation. The courts 
have embraced the principle that, since 
expropriation is the exercise of police 
power by the state (or its surrogate), 
the benefit of the doubt lies with the 
unfortunate property owner, and they 
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have not been shy in ensuring that the 
latter will not suffer financial loss as a 
result, short of plundering the public 
purse.  
  
Expropriation 
 
So what is “Expropriation” and why 
should you care? Expropriation is the 
seizure of your property, or a part of it, 
by the government, or a body 
authorised by them, for public use or 
benefit. The bad news, as we have 
already mentioned, is that you cannot 
object to it unless you live in New 
Brunswick or the property is being 
acquired under the Federal 
Expropriation Act… the good news is 
that you are entitled to be fairly 
compensated for your loss. The initial 
approach from the acquiring authority 
advising you that they want to purchase 
part or all of your property will rarely 
mention the word “expropriation”. 
Whilst this may be an attempt to spare 
your feelings by appearing to be non-
threatening you should be cautious. We 
no longer have a strong media but, as 
mentioned, we do have an excellent 
court system… and they are on your 
side. While you will probably never 
need to go to court you should avail 
yourself of the protection afforded by 
our judicial system. Your rights to fair 
and proper compensation are codified in 
the relevant Expropriation Act (sort of) 
but you will not be so protected unless 
(1) your property has been officially 
expropriated or (2) the acquiring 
authority has agreed in writing to 
proceed as though you had been 
expropriated i.e. that they will afford 
you all of the compensation you would 
have been entitled to under the 
Expropriation Act had your property 
been expropriated. So make sure that 
the acquiring authority is prepared to 
offer you all of the rights and privileges 
afforded by the Expropriation Act and 
get that commitment in writing. If they 
will not provide it, refuse to negotiate 
until they expropriate your property. 
 
Professional Assistance  
 
Each province in Atlantic Canada has 
its own Expropriation Act and each 
municipality, or other body with 
expropriation powers, is governed by 
that Act. The federal government also 
has its own Expropriation Act. The 
federal and some provincial 
Expropriation Acts acknowledge that 
the negotiations are unevenly balanced 
because the property owner faces an 
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dwelling in the same neighbourhood.  
 
Disturbance – If you are forced to 
move out of your home there will be 
moving expenses, as well as items such 
as drapes for the new home. The 
acquiring authority is required to 
compensate you for these items. If it is 
not practical to estimate these costs 
some Expropriation Acts (Federal and 
Nova Scotia) provide an allowance 
instead of up to 15% of the Market 
Value. The New Brunswick 
Expropriation Act allows, in addition to 
moving expenses, 5% of the market 
value of the residential portion 
expropriated, to compensate for the cost 
and inconvenience of finding another 
residence. The other Acts do not place 
any value on the unfortunate property 
owner’s time. 
 
If you operate a business in your 
property you will suffer a variety of 
losses. If the business has to relocate it 
will incur a number of costs: new 
stationery, informing customers, staff 
overtime packing and unpacking, new 
signage, etc. as well as the cost of the 
move itself. Whether the business 
moves or not, profits will usually be 
adversely impacted by the road 
widening scheme and/or the relocation. 
Trade once lost to competitors may 
takes years to recapture, may even be 
lost forever. Whilst all of the foregoing 
is compensable some Acts provide that 
compensation for loss of goodwill can 
be deferred until after the business has 
been relocated. 
 
Injurious Affection - Where only a 
portion of the property is acquired, a 
common situation with road widening 
schemes, the balance of the land may be 
reduced in value because (1) the 
remaining property is less useful since 
it is smaller, a more awkward shape or 
is severed in two and/or (2) the 
construction or use of the road on the 
land acquired adversely impacts the 
value of the remaining property. For 
example, it may no longer be possible 
to park a vehicle on the land remaining 
because it is now too small or of the 
wrong configuration. A residential 
property without parking is less 
valuable than a house with a driveway. 
The construction of the widened 
highway may render access to the 
property more difficult if traffic 
increases. The increased noise and loss 
of privacy resulting from the highway 
being closer to the home will reduce its 
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your property is being acquired and the 
remainder is likely to be adversely 
impacted. Many Expropriation Acts 
(Federal, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick) 
require that the formal offer after 
expropriation has to be accompanied by 
an appraisal. The formal appraisal 
should meet, at a minimum, the 
Canadian Uniform Standards of 
Professional Appraisal Practice 
(CUSPAP) www.aicanada.ca/about-aic/
cuspap/ . Do not accept any appraisal 
tendered by the acquiring authority 
at face value. Verify that the author  
is experienced in expropriation work 
and can competently identify and 
accurately calculate the various Heads 
of Claim. At a minimum they should be 
an Accredited Appraiser of the 
Appraisal Institute of Canada or a 
Member of the Royal Institution of 
Chartered Surveyors (Valuation) but 
neither qualification guarantees that 
they are experienced and 
knowledgeable in expropriation. Do not 
assume that the acquiring authority has 
already done the research and chosen 
their appraiser on the basis of merit; the 
Federal Government and some 
provinces do so, but other provinces 
and many municipalities, simply select 
their appraiser on the basis of cost. 
Some acquiring authorities will instruct 
the appraiser to limit the types of 
compensation (Heads of Claim) they 
consider in the appraisal and although 
the omissions may be listed in the 
appraisal report their significance can 
easily be overlooked. One Maritime 
Province, for example, instructs their 
appraiser to ignore Injurious Affection 
and Special Economic Advantage, items 
which often constitute the bulk of the 
loss suffered by the property owner. 
 
Heads of Claim – A Hitch Hiker’s 
Guide 
 
A governing spirit of expropriation, or 
the negotiations which preclude it, 
should be that the property owner (and 
tenant if the property is rented) will not 
suffer financial loss as the result of 
losing all, or part, of their property. You 
will not be compensated for emotional 
loss arising, for example, from the 
upheaval in your life. If you are a 
property owner the types of loss and 
accompanying compensation will fall 
under some, or all, of the following 
Heads of Claim: 
 
Market Value of the interest the 
authority has acquired in your property. 
This is the amount of money you would 
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have obtained for the expropriated 
interest if it had been sold in the open 
market by a willing seller to a willing 
buyer.  
 
If for example, the municipality is 
acquiring your home, its Market Value 
will be equal to the price you could 
expect if you were to sell it through a 
real estate agent. If only part of your 
property is being expropriated, the 
acquiring authority has to pay you the 
Market Value of the portion 
expropriated plus “Injurious Affection” 
i.e. any loss in value to your remaining 
property. If you lose your front yard for 
a street widening project for example, 
you will be entitled to the value of any 
improvements such as lawns, flower 
beds, bushes, etc. … but not the 
emotional value you have invested in 
nurturing them. If fences and steps have 
to be demolished the acquiring 
authority has to replace them. 
Sometimes the loss of a front yard is so 
extreme it renders the home unsuitable 
for continued owner occupation; it may 
be uninhabitable or suitable only for 
transient accommodation such as short 
term rental. If you occupy the residence 
as a family home you should be able to 
require that the entire property be 
purchased. The “Home for a Home” 
provision may then be relevant. 
 
You will not get any extra 
compensation however if your property 
has a “special” value to the 
expropriating authority, over and above 
its Market Value, for example if they 
use rock from your property as fill for 
their new highway. 
 
Home for a Home – if you own and 
occupy the property as your family 
home and it is going to be expropriated 
in its entirety, or if it will be so 
adversely impacted by a partial taking, 
such as the loss of a front yard, that it is 
not longer suitable for a family home, 
you may be entitled to additional 
compensation if the Market Value of 
the property is inadequate to purchase a 
similar home in the neighbourhood. In 
this event your compensation will be 
based on the Market Value of the most 
similar homes for sale in the 
neighbourhood. What happens if there 
are none for sale? Whilst the 
compensation does not require that you 
remain in the neighbourhood it does get 
a little tricky if you do not have that 
choice. Some Expropriation Acts 
require that compensation be sufficient 
to purchase a lot and build an identical 
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offset against the compensation. Depending on the 
Expropriation Act, Betterment may be offset against 
the (1) total compensation [Newfoundland and Prince 
Edward Island] or (2) the land remaining after the 
expropriation [Federal, Nova Scotia, New 
Brunswick]. 
 
 We have assisted property owners whose 
properties are adversely impacted by road widening 
or other schemes in all four Atlantic Provinces for 
over four decades. Check out our web site 
www.turnerdrake.com → Corporate Site → 
Counselling Services → Expropriation for more 
information or contact Nigel Turner, Vice President 
Valuation Division, at 902-429 1811 Ext. 330 (1-800-
567-3033 toll free).  
 
 
LASERCAD® DIVISION 
 
Higher Factors = Lower Efficiency 

What is building efficiency and why is it important 
for landlords, purchasers and tenants? Building 
efficiency stems from a variety of factors, some of 
which are tied to the building envelope or overall 
operating systems (HVAC, lighting, etc.), while 
others are tied to design and layout.  Our Lasercad® 
Space Measurement team focuses on the latter and 
partners with building owners and managers to help 
analyse and optimise their building efficiency using 
the BOMA Standard Methods of Measurement. 
 
Using a typical office building as an example, the 
ratio of a building’s Occupant Area to its Rentable 
Area will yield a gross-up or efficiency factor, where 
higher factors equal lower efficiency.  In other words, 
the larger the ratio of common area to tenant 
occupied area, the larger the gross-up, and the less 
efficient the building. Since common areas are 
proportionately allocated (“grossed up”) back to each 
tenant, they are a primary contributor to determining 
building efficiency.  Large common areas in a multi-
tenant office or industrial building increase a tenant’s 
overall rent as a result of higher gross-up factors.  It’s 
a double whammy because tenants are also subjected 
to higher Common Area Maintenance (CAM) charges 
which are needed to service those common areas.  The 
results manifest themselves in a variety of ways - 
higher vacancy rates, lower net rents, reduced 
marketability.  The list goes on.  An inefficient 
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value. Or take a farm cut in two by a new highway. 
The farmland on the other side of the new road, 
particularly if it is limited access highway, will be 
considerably less valuable because it is no longer as 
accessible from the farm buildings. Farm fields 
impacted by the new highway may no longer be of 
optimum size and shape; drainage may be adversely 
affected too.  
 
In our experience Injurious Affection usually 
represents the vast majority of the loss sustained by 
the property owner, especially in residential 
properties impacted by road widening. 
 
Special Economic Advantage - If the proper ty is 
owner occupied i.e. not rented, the owner may be able 
to claim for any special economic advantage arising 
out of, or incidental to, their occupation of the 
property to the extent that they have not been 
compensated under the other Heads of Claim. For 
example, if you or a member of your family, is 
disabled and the home has been adapted to meet their 
requirements with ramps, grab bars, wider doorways 
and hallways, stair lifts etc. you will be able to claim 
for the cost of these improvements. The same 
conditions apply with commercial property that has 
been adapted to suite the unique requirements of the 
business. It applies as well to property that has 
additional value because of its location, such as a 
woodlot proximate to the owner’s mill. 
 
Special Purpose Properties - Some proper ties do 
not normally sell on the open market; churches, 
schools, hospitals, religious and charitable institutions 
are examples. If the property being acquired falls into 
this category and the owner has to relocate, they can 
base their compensation claim on the reasonable cost 
of creating a similar property (technically known as 
“the cost of equivalent reinstatement”). Even though 
the buildings on the property they are vacating are 
old, the claim for compensation can be based on the 
cost of building a new, otherwise identical structure, 
plus the cost of acquiring a replacement site…. 
though the Federal and New Brunswick Acts attempt 
to claw back some of the compensation if the owner 
has improved their financial position. 
 
Professional Fees – As indicated ear lier  only the 
Federal Act provides that the acquiring authority pay 
the legal, appraisal and other costs reasonably 
incurred in ascertaining a claim for compensation 
from the get go. They will  be a negotiable item in 
Nova Scotia and New Brunswick and perhaps the 
other two Atlantic Provinces. 
 
Betterment 
Where only part of the property is being acquired, the 
remaining property may increase in value as a result 
of the scheme for which the property was purchased. 
For example, land may be purchased for a highway 
intersection, with the result that the land remaining 
after the acquisition increases in value because it has 
development potential for a service station, hotel, 
shopping centre or other commercial use. This 
increase in value, known as “Betterment”, has to be 
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building is less attractive to potential tenants as well as 
to buyers. 
 
Optimising building efficiency is becoming more 
crucial as development restrictions evolve and building 
owners, managers and shareholders look to maximise 
their returns.  Whether it is new construction, or the 
renovation of an existing building, the BOMA Standard 
Methods of Measurement have become an increasingly 
important input at the initial design phase, and more 
and more developers are seeking guidance and 
expertise from our space measurement experts. The two 
plans above provide an overview of two buildings we 
measured recently. The common areas are highlighted 
in blue.  123 Jones Drive has an excessive amount of 
common area, including a large lobby, washrooms and 
extensive hallways.  By contrast, 125 Jones Drive has 
approximately twice the footprint, yet has far less space 
taken up by common areas.  Our BOMA analysis 
revealed the impact of the vastly different layouts: 123 
Jones Drive has a gross-up of approximately 30%, 
meaning their rent is based on 30% more space than 
they physically occupy (i.e. Floor Allocation Ratio: 
1.30).  By contrast, 125 Jones Drive has a gross-up of 
only 9% (i.e. Floor Allocation Ratio: 1.09) therefore 
staking its claim as the more efficient building. 
 
Patrick Mitchell is Senior Manager of our 
Lasercad® Space Management Division. Whether you 
are in the preliminary design stages of new 
construction, or renovating an older building, he can 
assist you optimise your building’s efficiency using the 
BOMA standard. Pat can be reached at 902-429-1811 
Ext. 314 or by email pmitchell@turnerdrake.com For 
more information on our Lasercad® Space 
Management services visit our web site at 
www.turnerdrake.com → Corporate Site → Lasercad 
Space Measurement. 
 
 
COUNSELLING DIVISION 
 
Land Agency … a respectable profession?  

“How much? Get out!” (followed by the noise of a 
slamming door). Another day in the life of the hapless 
land agent, doing his level best to get the most for the 
least. At least that’s the common perception, but here at 
Turner Drake we approach things a little 
differently.  Our team of Land Agents follow the 
concept of “principled negotiation”, not positional 
bargaining.  And it works.  We are routinely retained to 
provide Land Agency services under contract to 
governments and corporations, who are increasingly 

(Continued from page 4) out-sourcing this type of work to the private 
sector.  The projects we work on are large and small, 
involving anywhere from half a dozen to several 
hundred different property owners, and our mandate is 
simple: negotiate fair deals for the purchase of land 
interests to support infrastructure projects. Without 
upsetting anyone. 
 
Roads and transmission lines are especially popular 
these days.  Seems we just can’t live without them. 
These are corridor acquisitions: mile after mile of trees 
and fields with the occasional home or business. All 
neighbours.  All savvy negotiators. And all deeply 
suspicious of strangers who turn up on the doorstep 
bearing gifts.  So our approach must respect that and 
we have developed a simple formula built around three 
principles: 
 
Consistency 
We can’t divulge offers and settlements to 
neighbours.  It’s a privacy thing.  But we expect that 
neighbours will talk as soon as we leave.  In fact we 
encourage it.  They can compare figures if they like, 
essentially testing our integrity to see if anyone got a 
better or worse deal than the others. And therein lies 
the challenge with corridor acquisitions.  Those at the 
end of the line must be treated the same as those at the 
beginning; those who settle quickly must be treated the 
same as those who hold out for more; those who shout 
must be treated the same as those who whisper. Sure, 
there are perfectly valid reasons for paying different 
amounts, but it can’t be arbitrary.  It must be 
explainable.  It must be credible.  And it must be fair. 
 
Transparency 
We go to great lengths to make sure landowners 
understand what is happening and what is going to 
happen. Large infrastructure projects will already have 
gone through a very public process by the time we get 
involved and many landowners will have attended open 
houses …. and perhaps already made their views 
known. But the regulatory framework for compensation 
and landowner’s rights under the law are usually a 
mystery.  We explain them.  Fully.  Our team of Land 
Agents are trained negotiators with the support of an 
entire team of in-house professionals to draw on.  So 
we don’t present take-it-or-leave-it offers. We explain 
how they are calculated, usually by reference to a base-
line appraisal or a third party site-specific appraisal. All 
of which is revealed to the landowners so they too can 
see how the calculations are made. 
 
Respect 
It goes without saying but we’ll say it anyway. Every 
landowner has a story to tell and it is our job to 
listen.  Respectfully and with an open mind. Of course 
we don’t believe everything we hear, but invariably we 
will learn something from everyone just sitting around 
their kitchen table. Eating the free cookies. Most people 
just want their voice to be heard, and anyone who is 
being asked to give up their land against their wishes 
deserves to be heard. We call it respect. It builds trust 
and it leads to mutually agreeable results.  And that’s 
all we’re looking to achieve. Without drama.  Without 
the slamming of doors. 
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property owner loses their right of appeal 
if they do not complete the income and 
expense questionnaire on time. The 
morality of stripping a taxpayer of their 
right to address a wrong, because they do 
not participate in an exercise which costs 
them time and money without conferring 
any benefit, is open to question in a 
democratic society. The ability to address 
the problem of an over-assessment by 
negotiating a resolution at the pre-roll 
allows us to address this problem. 
 
The morale of this piece. If your property 
is enrolled in our PAMS® Property Tax 
Manager program we will determine 
whether it is over-assessed once the 
PVSC advises us of next year’s intended 
assessment. If it is over-assessed we will 
engage with the relevant assessor and 
will in all likelihood be able to correct 
the problem before it is entered into the 
Assessment Roll in December. If your 
property is not yet enrolled in PAMS® 
take pre-emptive action and call us now. 
Although up until now, only Nova Scotia 
and British Columbia have formal, 
advanced agreement procedures for pre-
roll negotiations we do have good 
relationships with assessors in many 
other provinces. Most recognise the 
benefit of pre-roll negotiations and are 
willing to engage in them. 
 
For more information on our PAMS® 
Property Tax Manager program and how 
your property can benefit from it, visit 
our web site www.turnerdrake.com → 
Corporate Site → Property Tax → 
PAMS or call our Vice President 
Property Tax, Giselle Kakamousias, at 
902-429-1811 Ext. 333 (1-800-567-3033 
toll free) Email: 
gkakamousias@turnerdrake.com  or any 
member of our property tax team. 
 
 
Follow us on: 
 
         www.twitter.com/TurnerDrakeLtd 
         www.facebook.com/TurnerDrakeLtd 
         www.linkedin.com/company/
TurnerDrakeLtd  
 
Please notify us by snail mail, email, 
telephone or foot if you would like to 
be removed from, or added to, our 
mailing list … or if you would prefer to 
receive Newsletter electronically (or by 
snail mail if you already receive it 
electronically). 
 
 

Lee Weatherby is the Vice President 
of our Counselling Division. If you'd like 
more information about our counselling 
services, feel free to contact Lee at (902) 
429-1811 Ext. 315 (1-800-657-3033 toll 
free), or by email at  
lweatherby@turnerdrake.com or visit 
our web site at www.turnerdrake.com → 
Corporate Site → Counselling Services 
→ Infrastructure Acquisition. 
 
 
PROPERTY TAX DIVISION 
 
Rolling With the Pre-Roll 

Exhausting work negotiation! Every year 
about this time our Property Tax Team 
fuel up with Tim Hortons’ dark roast, 
gird up their loins, and open negotiations 
with the Property Valuation Services 
Corporation (PVSC), Nova Scotia’s 
provincial assessment authority, on next 
year’s property tax assessments. It is a 
tradition started twenty three years ago 
by a far sighted Minister of Municipal 
Affairs and her Deputy Minister. 
Concerned that successful assessment 
appeals were wreaking havoc on 
municipal budgets they met with us to 
float the idea of the Assessment 
Department publishing a “pre-roll” in 
June each year, well in advance of the 
official Assessment Roll (sent to the 
municipalities in December). 
Negotiations with them would then take 
place on this “pre-roll” so that 
amendments could occur prior to the 
issuing of the official Assessment Roll. If 
it was not possible to reach a negotiated 
settlement the official appeal procedure 
would still stay in place to challenge the 
official Assessment Roll. The benefits to 
the taxpayer were twofold, it would bring 
a measure of stability to the official 
Assessment Roll and hence the municipal 
budgets which were based on it, and it 
would reduce the number of assessment 
appeals and the concomitant time and 
cost incurred by both the assessment 
authority and the property owner. It 
would also afford a similar measure of 
certainty to the property owner, an 
important factor for any business since 
property taxes are their second greatest 

(Continued from page 5) 

property expense (after the mortgage). 
Tax management for both tax collector 
and taxpayer would be greatly enhanced. 
We had launched our PAMS® Property 
Tax Manager program five years prior to 
our meeting with the Department of 
Municipal Affairs and already had a 
significant portion of the commercial 
assessments in the province under tax 
management so we would be able to 
address our clients’ assessment concerns 
en bloc with the Assessment 
Department… and they would be able to 
eliminate appeals on a major portion of 
the assessment base. 
 
It proved to be a prescient suggestion 
which works well even though the “pre-
roll” is no longer mailed to property 
owners and the June date has now 
slipped to September. When the 
Department of Municipal Affairs handed 
over their assessment responsibilities to 
the PVSC the latter continued on with the 
procedure, realising the efficiencies and 
other benefits it brought to the 
assessment process. We currently have 
over $4.2 billion under tax management 
in the province, comprising the majority 
of the assessment base in sectors such as 
automobile dealerships, nursing homes, 
apartments, etc. We are thus able to 
address assessment issues on a sectorial 
basis when PVSC has an assessor 
dedicated to that property type. It has 
also allowed us to build out CompuVal®, 
our proprietary information technology 
platform, to acquire and analyse income 
and expense data on a sectorial basis, a 
major benefit since PVSC collect similar 
data each year from property owners 
(who have to supply the information or 
lose their right of appeal). Our data 
however, extends across provincial 
borders and allows us to speak with 
authority in sectors where there are 
insufficient properties in a single 
province to identify outliers or measure 
trends in sale prices, income or cost 
centres. This sufficiency of data on both 
sides of the negotiating divide is of 
considerable assistance in quickly 
coming to a meeting of the minds.  
 
The pre-appeal process is of a particular 
benefit to clients who have omitted to 
complete PVSC’s Income and Expense 
questionnaire within the mandated 30 
days. Although we offer this service to 
clients, the exigencies of work load 
sometimes result in the property manager 
deferring the exercise until it is too late. 
Some owners too are reluctant to provide 
information to a body they view as 
“government”. Unfortunately the 
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